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Everything the customer sees, hears and feels 
 

Brand Standards are the reflection of everything the customer sees, hears and feels about the presentation of the 

company and all those who they meet who represent the company and the purchase of their new home. 

 

Brand standards are non-negotiable and must be 100% achieved and maintained.  Where possible the standard should 

be exceeded whilst still reflecting the brand and the values it upholds. 

 

There are so many aspects to brand and presentation; many specific to how your brand is reflected outwardly and 

valued inwardly.  Strong sales perfromance shows that you know how to achieve and exceed what is expected in 

everything that is seen, heard and felet on and about your development. 

 

Your Brand Standards get measured under 4 perspectives.  Here is what Ellare believe is key. 

 

Health and Safety on site Audit against quarterly Health and Safety checks 

Brand standards 

Brand standards are the standards required to be checked and upheld to ensure 

that everyone looking at the business - Web/digital presence - company 

differentiation 

Code of conduct 

Code of conduct provides guidance to individuals to ensure that they represent to 

company in manner and personal presentation consistent with the company 

values and brand - People presentation  

Presentation standards 

Presentation standards defines the presentation standards required to be 

maintained in the physical environment - Area Signage, Sales Arena/Area 

presentation, Marketing Suite management and presentation, Show homes 

presentation, Stock plots presentation 

 

Brilliant sales people present their site and meeting the standards in each section, taking pride in their regional 

management team, not be spending time undertaking detailed brand standard checks.  Proactive brand stand 

management means that you invite regular spot checks and want to be held accountable for your site and the 

standards reflected under your management. 

 

Which aspects do you need  to improve? 

 

Health and Safety on site 
 

Brand standards  

Code of conduct  

Presentation standards  

 

Let us know where we can help you, we have solutions for all of the elements 

to help you to achieve optimum sales success. 
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